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Abstract: The increasing integration of renewable energies into the grid is calling for the expansion
of the power transport capacities in the distribution system. Yet, the expansion of the grid could
require long authorization procedures and cannot be always asserted. Therefore, a higher utilization
of the existing grid is becoming increasingly necessary today. This paper proposes a new time
series-based planning method for distribution systems using classical grid expansion instruments as
well as innovative planning instruments such as battery storage systems (BSS) and dynamic power
curtailment (DPC). These planning instruments could be applied individually or combined. The aim
of the BSS and DPC application is to enable a higher utilization of the grid at minimal costs. The
proposed method, which has been implemented as an automated planning algorithm, determines the
cost-optimal grid reinforcement measures that ensure the prevention of prognosticated congestions in
the considered grid. Furthermore, the application of the proposed planning method on the considered
power system has proven that a combination of BSS and grid expansion could be more economical
than an individual application of BSS and grid expansion.

Keywords: grid planning; grid reinforcement; grid expansion; cost-optimal planning; battery; storage;
power curtailment; distribution systems; load flow calculation; mixed integer linear programming

1. Introduction

Traditionally, the applied grid planning for distribution systems in Germany is most
commonly based on a deterministic approach, which considers typically two worst case
scenarios for the load and feed-in [1,2]. The considered scenarios are the heavy load flow
scenario depicting maximum load and no generation, and the reverse power flow scenario
replicating minimal load and maximum generation [3]. Yet, this approach disregards the
probability of the considered worst case scenarios as well as the variability of the connected
load and generation. This could lead to an overdimensioning of the planned grid [4,5].
Furthermore, the traditional planning methods applied by grid operators lack process
automation and standardized financial models, and they also disregard the application of
innovative planning instruments such as BSS and DPC [6].

Many contributions deal with the use of BSS for grid-supporting applications as the
prevention of grid congestion [7]. For instance, in [8–10], BSS are applied for voltage
stability purposes. In [11,12], they are used to prevent line overloads. The contribution
of BSS to fulfill the (n − 1) security criterion in high-voltage grids has been treated for
instance in [13]. In [14–16], the BSS application to fulfill the (n − 1) criterion in the grid
planning has been combined with the use of DPC.

Few contributions suggest the use of BSS and power curtailment in combination with
the traditional grid expansion in the grid planning. In [17], a multi-stage expansion of
distribution grids in due consideration of storage deployment is proposed using a genetic
algorithm (GA) to minimize the costs of the grid expansion. However, the investment costs
of the storages have not been considered in the cost calculation, since they have not been
assumed as DSO property but rather lent from a storage owner for grid services against an
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annual fee. In such case, the DSO is reliant on existing storages, and cannot dimension and
position the storages depending on the need and on the cost minimal solution.

In [18], a multi-stage grid expansion method in due consideration of centralized and
decentralized storage systems is proposed for active distribution grids. A co-optimization
has been here used to minimize the total investment and operating costs of the network.
The method has been applied on 20 kV grids for an extreme load daily scenario but not
for high feed-in scenarios. Besides, the reactive power has not been considered in the
planning. This can lead to errors in the nodal voltage and power flow calculation, and
hence to deviate planning results.

The planning method proposed in this paper has been implemented in a time series-
based environment in order to consider the variation of the load and generation in the
planning process. Compared to the works stated above, the proposed approach combines
the traditional grid expansion with the application of BSS and DPC within a planning
algorithm for an automated reinforcement of distribution grids. Based on these possible
grid reinforcement instruments, the algorithm determines the least-cost combination of
reinforcement measures that prevent the forecasted overloads and voltage limit violations
in the grid, over a simulation time of one year with 15 min time resolution.

Besides, the planning algorithm uses a linearized load flow calculation, in which both
active and reactive power are considered to minimize the resulting errors, as compared to
the normal Newton–Raphson load flow calculation.

Further, the planning of the grid is realized here in one step, in consideration of the
total costs of the grid reinforcement measures. In order to determine a cost-optimized
planning of the grid, a mixed integer linear programming optimization (MILP) has been
implemented in the planning algorithm with the main goal of minimizing the total planning
costs over a considered economic life of 40 years.

The delivered results from planning algorithm comprise the required line expansion
measures including type and location of the expansion, the required capacity, rated power
and scheduling of the BSS, as well as the scheduling of the DPC.

In the following, a description of the classical grid expansion method is given in
Section 2. Section 3 gives an overview of the input data generation and the proposed
new planning approach. Section 4 outlines the results of the classical planning method
and of the proposed planning algorithm on a real middle-voltage (MV) grid for different
planning variants. In Section 5, the results of both classical and innovative grid methods are
presented and compared with each other, and the main findings are presented. Section 6
summarizes the objectives and the results of this work.

2. Classical Planning of MV Grids

In order to evaluate the added value of the proposed innovative planning approach, a
classical planning method for HV and MV grids according to [1] has been implemented in
this work as the reference method. This reference method has been described and assumed
in [1] as the common used planning method by grid operators in Germany. In the following,
a description of this classical grid planning approach is presented.

2.1. Determination of the Load and Generation Scenarios

Within the planning of the grid, different load and generation case scenarios have
to be considered in order to ensure the reliability of the power supply. For that, system
operators typically use two extreme load and generation scenarios for the dimensioning of
the network. The first case scenario represents a high power demand of the loads at low
feed-in power from the RES into the grid, and will be in this work termed HLLG (high load,
low generation). The second case scenario illustrates a high feed-in power from RES into
the grid at low power demand of the loads and will be in this work termed LLHG (low load,
high generation). The power demand is hereby calculated based on the contracted power
capacity of the load at the grid connection point and the specific simultaneity factor of the
load. This simultaneity factor is usually determined by the system operators by means of
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realized measures of the supplied load. The feed-in power of RES is calculated based on
the installed power and the simultaneity factor of renewable power generation plants. This
factor is usually calculated by means of reference measures on renewable power plants in
the region [1]. Table 1 shows the adopted simultaneity factors of the load and RES power
generation for the deterministic grid planning, depending on the considered case scenario
and the voltage level of the network, according to [1].

Table 1. Adopted simultaneity factors of the load and power generation in the grid planning [1].

Plant Type
MV Grid LV Grid

HLLG LLHG HLLG LLHG

Load 100% 30% 100% 20%
Wind 0% 100% - -

PV 0% 85% 0% 85%

In the case of the high load and low generation scenario (HLLG), the load flow in the
grid is calculated based on 100% of the connected load capacity and 0% of the renewable
feed-in power. In the case of the low load and high generation scenario (LLHG), the load is
reduced to 30% in the MV grid and to 20% in the LV grid as compared with the connected
load capacity to the grid, respectively. However, the renewable feed-in power is assumed
by 100% of the installed wind capacity, and 85% of the installed PV capacity.

2.2. Relevant Grid Restrictions

Based on the previously defined relevant load and generation scenarios, load flow
calculations are realized to determine whether or not the voltage magnitude on the nodes
and the power flow through the network equipment comply with the allowed voltage and
power flow limits, respectively. As presented in Figure 1, the voltage magnitude in MV
grids is limited to −1.5% and +5% of the nominal voltage UN [1].

Figure 1. Allowed voltage ranges in the normal state depending on the voltage level [1].

The loading limits of the equipment are specified for MV grids as presented in Table 2.
Hereby, the (n − 1) criterion is required only for the HLLG case scenario. Therefore, a 50%
limit of the current-carrying capacity of transformers and lines is defined in this case, to
maintain a reserve capacity in the event of an outage. In the case of LLHG, the (n − 1)
criterion is not required. Therefore, transformers and power lines can be operated at 100%
of their current-carrying capacities [1].
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Table 2. Relevant equipment loading limits for the deterministic planning of MV grids [1].

MV Grid

HLLG LLHG

Transformer 50% 100%
Power line 50% 100%

2.3. Standard Grid Expansion Measures

In case of violation of the previously described grid restrictions, the considered net-
work is to be expanded. The applied expansion measures depend on the determined
congestion. In the case of an overload of a network component such as transformer or
power line, the component is to be reinforced by adding an identical component at maxi-
mum, or replaced by a standard network component. If adding one identical component
to the existing one is sufficient to remedy the overload problem, then the existing grid
component is to be reinforced by one identical component. Otherwise, the existing compo-
nent is to be replaced by as many parallel standard components as necessary to prevent
the overloads. Table 3 shows the power or the current-carrying capacity of the adopted
standard equipment for the network planning [1].

Table 3. Standard equipment adopted for the planning of MV grids [1].

Power or Current-Carrying Capacity

Transformer 40 MVA
Cable 361 A

In case of voltage limit violations, the concerned feeder is to be split at two-thirds of
the distance from the MV transformer busbar to the furthermost critical node into two
feeders. The load flow through the old feeder can be hence reduced. If the split of the
feeder is not sufficient to overcome the voltage violation, a further split can be realized,
provided it is possible and appropriate. Otherwise, the split feeder is to be reinforced
through parallel standard cables in order to reduce the line impedance and prevent the
voltage limits transgression [1].

2.4. Classical Planning Process of MV Grids

Figure 2 illustrates the procedure steps by the planning of MV grids. In a first step,
the additional installed power of load and RES in a municipality is allocated to the MV
grids of the municipality. After that, the assigned additional installed power to the MV
grid is portioned into power plants depending on the plant type and the rated power of
one plant. The plants are then allocated randomly to the grid nodes with respect to further
constraints as described in [1].

Figure 2. Classical planning method for medium-voltage grids.
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In a further step, the state of the grid is analyzed with the help of load flow calculations,
based the adopted load and generation scenarios described in Section 2.1.

In the case of limit violations, the voltage setpoint of the HV/MV transformer is
adjusted at first to ensure as few voltage transgressions as possible. The adjustment of the
transformer operation point can also have a positive impact on the equipment loading.
Then, the network state is to be analyzed again. In case of remaining limit violations,
transformer overloads are treated at first by reinforcing or replacing the existing overloaded
transformer. After remedy of the transformer congestion, voltage limit transgressions are
treated next by means of feeder split or cable reinforcement as described in Section 2.3.
After remedy of the transformer congestion and recalculation of the network state, the
remaining line overloads are to be treated at last by reinforcing or replacing the overloaded
lines. Once the network is expanded appropriately and no more congestion is determined,
the total costs of the expansion measures are calculated. Figure 3 shows the iterative
adopted proceeding for the determination of the required expansion measures.

Figure 3. Proceeding for the selection of the required expansion measures within the classical
planning method for medium-voltage grids.

3. New Planning Method
3.1. Generation of the Input Data

This section illustrates the adopted approach for the generation of the times series
for load and RES. The generated time series are then used later in the planning algorithm,
described in the subsequent section. Further, this section describes, in detail, the used
method for the load flow calculation in the planning algorithm, based on a real modeled
MV grid.
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3.1.1. Modeling of a Medium-Voltage Grid

A real 20 kV grid in Germany was modeled to test the developed planning algorithm.
Table 4 presents the specifications of the test system.

Table 4. Specifications of the test system.

Voltage Level 20 kV
Node number 132 nodes

Power line number 131 lines
Total length of the lines 71.4 km

Figure 4 shows a simplified demonstrative illustration of the considered MV grid (MV
Grid 1), which has mainly an open ring structure. Due to the high number of grid nodes,
only a part of the nodes and of the lines was depicted in the figure. The considered power
system includes PV plants which are connected to 76 nodes of the grid, as well as wind
plants which are connected to node 5. Line 6 connects here the wind power plants (node 5)
to the main 20 kV busbar (node 15).

Figure 4. Simplified demonstrative illustration of the considered MV grid.

3.1.2. Generation of Time Series for the Load and RES Power

It is not common to carry out measurements at the MV level. Therefore, there are
commonly no available time series for the injection power on the grid nodes. The time
series of the connected load and RES power were generated in this research work for the
considered MV grid (MV Grid 1) according to the scenario 2030 as follows:

1. In the first step, the time series of the connected RES in 2017 were calculated for every
node depending on the installed power on every node and the normalized time series
for reference PV, wind and biogas plants in the region.

2. In the second step, the time series of the total load in MV Grid 1 was calculated as the
difference between the residual load of the HV/MV transformer and the accumulated
times series of RES in 2017 (passive sign convention).

3. Then, the time series of the total load in MV Grid 1 were divided over the grid nodes
proportionally to the share of every node in the total installed load of the grid. The
installed load in the grid was then assumed as constant until 2030.

4. In a further step, the forecasted installed power of RES in the entire region including
the MV grid by 2030 was calculated depending on scaling factors, provided from the
responsible grid operator, and the installed power of RES in 2017.

5. The additional installed power of RES in the entire region was then calculated as the
difference between the forecasted power by 2030 and the installed power of RES in
the grid in 2017.
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6. After that, the additional installed power of RES in the entire region by 2030 was
divided equally over the eight MV grids included in the region.

7. Finally, the additional installed power of RES in the considered MV grid by 2030 was
added to the already installed RES power in the grid, and the time series of RES on
every node by 2030 was calculated depending on the total installed RES by 2030, the
share of every node in the total installed RES in 2017 and the reference time series for
PV, wind and biogas plants.

3.1.3. Linearization of the Load Flow Calculation

Since the planning algorithm, described in the subsequent section, uses linear opti-
mizations, the linearization of the load flow is here necessary in order to model the required
voltage and power flow limits in the form of linear constraints. The linearization of the
voltage and current flow was realized in this paper premised on the proposed linearization
in [19–21]. Within the normal Newton–Raphson load flow method, the correction of the
node voltage magnitudes and voltage angles can be calculated iteratively in per-unit system
with the help of the inverse of the Jacobian matrix [22]:(

(∆ϑ)
(∆u)

)
=
(

J−1
)
×
(

(∆p)
(∆q)

)
(1)

(∆p): Vector containing the real power mismatches, which represent the difference
between the real active injection power and the calculated active injection power in pu.

(∆q): Vector containing the reactive power mismatches, which represent the difference
between the real reactive injection power and the calculated reactive injection power in pu.

(∆ϑ): Vector containing the corrections of the node voltage angles in Radian.
(∆u): Vector containing the corrections of the node voltage angles in pu.(

J−1): The inverse of the Jacobian matrix.
Considering a power system with n nodes, the voltage value and voltage angle of

the slack node are assumed to be known (uslack = 1ej0 pu). For the rest of the nodes, the
better approximation of the voltage angles and magnitudes can be written for every node i
subject to the iteration count ν as follows:

ϑi
(ν+1) = ϑi

(ν) + (∆ϑ)(ν), ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} (2)

u(ν+1) = u(ν) + (∆u)(ν), ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} (3)

ϑi: Voltage angle on a node i in radian.
ui: Voltage magnitude on a node i in pu.
The Jacobian matrix and the error in injection power are to be readjusted at every

iteration depending on the latest approximated voltage and angle values. The iterative
process is to be carried on until the error in injection power reaches a predefined accuracy
level ε.

∆p < ε and ∆q < ε (4)

The linearization of the node voltage calculation was realized as described hereafter.
At first, the load flow was calculated for a selected operating point according to the Newton–
Raphson method. After reaching the predefined accuracy of ε = 10−8 as in (4), the resulting
better approximations of the voltage angles and magnitudes were determined according to
(2) and (3). If the load flow calculation (LFC) converges for instance after 3 iterations, the
resulting voltage angles and magnitudes can be written as:(

(ϑ)
(u)

)(3)

=

(
(∆ϑ)
(∆u)

)(2)

+

(
(ϑ)
(u)

)(2)

=
(

J−1
)(2)
×
(

(∆p)(2)

(∆q)(2)

)
+

(
(ϑ)
(u)

)(2)

(5)
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The vector of the error in injection power can be rewritten depending on the vector of
the set injection power and the vector of the calculated power as follows:

(
(ϑ)
(u)

)(3)

=
(

J−1
)(2)
×
(

(pn)
(qn)

)
−
(

J−1
)(2)
×

 p
(
(ϑ, u)(2)

)
q
(
(ϑ, u)(2)

) +

(
(ϑ)
(u)

)(2)

(6)

The adopted linearization of the node voltage calculation is based on a simplifica-
tion, which assumes that the matrix (A) and the vector (C) of the system Equation (6)
are constant:

(A) =
(

J−1
)(2)

(7)

(C) = −
(

J−1
)(2)
×

 p
(
(ϑ, u)(2)

)
q
(
(ϑ, u)(2)

) +

(
(ϑ)
(u)

)(2)

(8)

By doing this, the calculation of the voltage magnitudes and angles of the power
system can be simplified according to the linear system Equation (9), where (pn) and (qn)
are the vectors of the active and reactive injection power, respectively.(

(ϑ)
(u)

)
= (A)×

(
(pn)
(qn)

)
+ (C) (9)

Unlike the proposed linearization method in [19–21], where the Newton–Raphson
load flow calculation is applied for just one iteration to build the linear system, the proposed
linearization method in this work applies the Newton–Raphson load flow calculation until
convergence. Then, the resulting inverse of the Jacobian matrix and the resulting vector of
the calculated power and the vector of the calculated voltage values are then used in the
linear system to reach a better approximation of the linearized LFC.

Considering a line of the power system connected between nodes i and j, the complex
current flow iij through the line can be calculated depending the complex node voltages
and the line admittance in per-unit system as follows:

iij = y
ij
×
(

ui − uj

)
(10)

iij: Current flow through a line connected between node i and j in pu.
y

ij
: Admittance of the line connected between node i and j in pu.

By rewriting the admittance y
ij

depending on the conductance gij and the susceptance

bij of the line, and by rewriting the complex node voltages in function of the voltage
magnitude and voltage angles, the current flow in (10) can be expressed as follows:

iij =
(

gij + jbij
)
×
(
ui × (cos(ϑi) + j sin(ϑi))− uj ×

(
cos
(
ϑj
)
+ j sin(ϑj

)
)
)

(11)

bij: Susceptance of the line connected between node i and j in pu.
gij: Conductance of the line connected between node i and j in pu.
The linearization of the current flow was realized in this paper premised on the

proposed linearization in [19].
Taking into consideration that the voltage angles in power systems are generally below

30◦, the small-angle approximation as in (12) can be adopted.

cos(ϑi) ≈ 1
sin(ϑi) ≈ ϑi

(12)
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Besides, the voltage magnitudes on the nodes are assumed to be near 1 pu and must
not exceed a maximum deviation of 5% in medium-voltage grids [1]. On these grounds,
the following simplification was adopted:

ui × ϑi ≈ ϑi (13)

For the sake of simplicity, the complex current (11) was split in active current iij,p and
reactive current iij,q, which based on the simplifications (12) and (13), were expressed as
follows:

iij,p = gij × (ui − uj)− bij × (ϑi − ϑj) (14)

iij,q = bij × (ui − uj) + gij × (ϑi − ϑj) (15)

3.1.4. Quality of the Linearized Load Flow Calculation

The linearized LFC method was applied on the considered MV grid in order to
evaluate its quality. The linearized calculation of the load flow was performed for one year
with 15 min time resolution, according to the scenario 2030 for the installed load and RES.
The resulting voltages and current flow values were then compared with the results of
the standard Newton–Raphson load flow analysis. For that, the mean absolute error and
the maximum absolute error were calculated taking into consideration all time steps of
the year. For instance, the mean absolute error and the maximum absolute error of the
approximated voltage magnitudes were calculated as follows:

AEmean =
∑Nnodes

i=1 ∑
Nsteps
t=1

∣∣UNR,i,t −Ulin,i,t
∣∣

Nnodes × Nsteps,q
(16)

AEmax = max
{∣∣UNR,i,t −Ulin,i,t

∣∣} (17)

∀ i ∈ N, ∀ t ∈ Tyear,q

Ulin,i,t: Resulting voltage magnitude value from the linearized LFC for node i at time
step t in kV.

UNR,i,t: Resulting voltage magnitude value from the Newton–Raphson LFC for node i
at time step t in kV.

Nnodes: Number of grid nodes.
Nsteps: Number of time steps over one year with a time resolution of a quarter-hour.
Table 5 shows the calculated mean absolute errors and maximum absolute errors for

the voltage magnitude, voltage angle as well as for the real and imaginary part of the
complex current. It can be deduced from the table, that the voltage values were better
approximated than the current values. The maximum errors by the voltage calculation
amount to 0.022 kV for the voltage magnitude and 0.037◦ for the voltage angle. By the
current calculation, the maximum errors amount to 8.55 A for the real part and to 6.16 A
for the imaginary part of the current. All in all, the errors due to the linearized LFC are
relatively low and the approximation of the voltage and current values are acceptable.

Table 5. Comparison of the linearized LFC with the Newton–Raphson LFC.

Results Mean Absolute Error Maximum Absolute Error

Voltage magnitude Ui/kV 0.0002 0.022
Voltage angle ϑi/◦ 0.0004 0.037
Real current Ip/A 0.022 8.55

Imaginary current Iq/A 0.23 6.16
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3.2. Planning Algorithm for MV Grids

The developed planning algorithm is based on a MILP optimization which comprises
linear objective functions and linear constraints. In this section, a detailed description of
the implemented objectives and constraints is presented.

The implemented objective functions in the planning algorithm are optimized decreas-
ingly from the most to the least prioritized objective depending on their priority order. The
implemented objective with the highest priority order in the optimization aims to minimize
the total costs of the grid expansion, BSS and DPC application over a considered economic
life of 40 years:

min{CostGE + CostBSS + CostDPC} (18)

CostGE Costs of the grid expansion measures in EUR million (optimization variable).
CostBSS Costs of the BSS application in EUR million (optimization variable).
CostDPC Costs of the DPC application in EUR million (optimization variable).
The cost calculation for the grid expansion CostGE, the application of BSS CostBSS and

for the application of DPC is described detail in Sections 3.2.1–3.2.3.
The objective Equation (18), minimizing of the total costs over the economic life, was

implemented with the highest priority order in the optimization. This objective function
enables also the exclusion of the nodes, which have little influence on preventing grid
congestions, from the BSS placement. This results hence in an optimal placement of the
BSS in the grid.

Further, the linear objective Equation (19) was implemented in the optimization
as second objective function with less priority than (18). This function minimizes the
stored energy in the BSS at every time step, enabling the discharge of the BSS when
no grid congestion is prognosticated, and minimizing hence the number of performed
battery cycles.

min

{
Nnodes

∑
s=1

Nsteps

∑
t=1

Es,t

}
(19)

Es,t: Storage energy of a BSS s at time step t in MWh (optimization variable).
The storage energy at every time step was calculated as a function of the storage

power of the BSS.
Es,t = Ps,t × ∆tstep + Es,t−1 (20)

Ps,t: Storage power of the BSS s at time step t in MW (optimization variable).
Note that during the optimization an efficiency coefficient equal to 1 was adopted by

charging and discharging the BSS as in (20), in order to avoid an excessive use of the storage
losses when preventing the grid overloads. After completion of the optimization, the values
of the storage energy were corrected according to a predefined efficiency coefficient below 1.
This efficiency coefficient was yet considered for the calculation of the BSS costs within the
optimization, since an efficiency coefficient below 1 leads to less required storage capacity.

Besides the objective functions, linear constraints were implemented in the optimiza-
tion to fulfill the required grid restrictions in MV grids. The application of grid expansion,
BSS and DPC was, thereby, considered. When using the DPC, both active and reactive
power are curtailed. The curtailed reactive power was considered depending on the
curtailed active power and the phase change angle of the power plant:

∆QPV,i,t = ∆PPV,i,t × tan ϕPV,i (21)

∆QWind,i,t = ∆PWind,i,t × tan ϕWind,i (22)

∀ i ∈ N, t ∈ Tyear,q

∆QPV,i,t: Curtailed PV reactive power on node i at time step t in Mvar (optimization
variable).

∆QWind,i,t: Curtailed wind reactive power on node i at time step t in Mvar (optimiza-
tion variable).
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ϕi: Phase change angle of the power plant connected to node i.
The contribution of the BSS and DPC in maintaining the voltage within the permitted

range was implemented based on the linear system Equation (9):

0.985pu ≤ (A)×
(

(pn,t) + (ps,t) + (∆pPV,t) + (∆pWind,t)
(qn,t)− (∆qPV,t)− (∆qWind,t)

)
+ (C) ≤ 1.05 pu (23)

(pn,t): Vector of the original residual power injection of the grid nodes at time step t
in pu.

(ps,t): Vector of the storage power of the grid nodes at time step t in pu (optimization
variables).

(∆pPV,t): Vector of the curtailed PV power amount of the grid nodes at time step t in
pu (optimization variables).

(∆pWind,t): Vector of the curtailed wind power amount of the grid nodes at time step t
in pu (optimization variables).

(qn,t): Vector of the original reactive power injection of the grid nodes at time step t in pu.
(∆qPV,t): Vector of the curtailed PV reactive power of the grid nodes at time step t in

pu (optimization variables).
(∆qWind,t): Vector of the curtailed wind reactive power of the grid nodes at time step t

in pu (optimization variables).
It is to be pointed out that the use of only line expansion in the planning algorithm,

cannot fulfill the voltage constraints as the matrix (A) and the vector (C), used for the
linearized LFC, are constant. To satisfy the voltage constraints, it is here necessary to
control the injection power through the application of the BSS or DPC as in (23).

For reasons of simplicity, the current flow was approximated to the active current,
assuming that the reactive current is relatively low as compared to the active current. Based
on that, further linear constraints were implemented to ensure the compliance of the load
flow with current-carrying capacities of the lines, using the linear Equation (14):

I f bl,v = 1, then :
{

(gij × (ui − uj)− bij × (ϑi − ϑj)) ≤ imax,l,v
(gij × (ui − uj)− bij × (ϑi − ϑj)) ≥ −imax,l,v

(24)

∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ Tyear,q, v ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}

bl,v: Boolean variable associated to the line l and the expansion variant v with
v ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} (optimization variable).

imax,l,v: Current-carrying capacity of line l in case of grid expansion variant v in pu.
The optimization variable bl,v is of Boolean type and can equal 0 or 1 at the end of the

optimization. Each variable was associated to an expansion variant v ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and
to a line l ∈ N, and indicates whether or not the line l must be expanded according to the
expansion variant v. The considered expansion variants are described in the Section 3.2.1.
At the end of the optimization, the variable bl,v equals 1 if the expansion variable v is part of
the optimal grid reinforcement measures which lead to the least total costs. Otherwise, the
variable bl,v equals 0. The expansion variant v = 0 represents the case where no expansion
is required for the considered line. To ensure that for every line l only one expansion
variant among all considered variants is chosen by the optimization, a further constraint
was implemented:

Nvar

∑
v=0

bl,v = 1 (25)

∀ l ∈ N, v ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}

3.2.1. Costs of the Grid Expansion

The grid expansion variants considered in this work are as follows:

• Expansion variant 1: Expansion construction with a 361 A standard underground
cable. If the existing line is a standard underground cable of 361 A current-carrying
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capacity, then a parallel cable with the same type is to be added, enabling a higher
current-carrying capacity of 722 A.

• Expansion variant 2: Replacement construction with a 361 A standard underground
cable. The existing line is to be replaced by one 361 A standard underground cable.

• Expansion variant 3: Replacement construction with two 361 A standard underground
cables. The existing line is to be replaced by two parallel 361 A standard underground
cables, which enable a higher total current-carrying capacity of 722 A.

• Expansion variant 4: Replacement construction with three 361 A standard under-
ground cables. The existing line is to be replaced by three parallel 361 A standard
underground cables, which enable a higher current-carrying capacity of 1083 A.

The total costs of the grid expansion consist of the investments in new underground
cables and feeder panels as well as the operating costs of the lines over the considered
economic life:

CostGE = IGE,line + IGE,section + KGE,op (26)

IGE,line: Investment costs in new lines in EUR million (optimization variable).
IGE,section: Investment costs in new feeder panels in EUR million (optimization variable).
KGE,op: Total ongoing operating costs in EUR million (optimization variable).
The investment costs in new underground cables were calculated depending on the

applied grid expansion variant v, its specific costs and the line length as follows:

IGE,line =
Nlines

∑
l=1

Kcable × ll × (bl,1 + bl,2 + 1.5× bl,3 + 2× bl,4) (27)

Kcable: Specific costs of one cable v in EUR/km.
ll : Length of the line l in km.
Nlines: Number of the grid lines.
The addition of new feeder panels was considered only for expansion variants which

increase the existing current-carrying capacity by at least 360 A. The investment costs of
new feeder panels were calculated depending on the applied expansion variant v and the
specific costs for new outgoing feeder panels.

IGE,section =
Nlines

∑
l=1

Ksection × nT,l × (bl,1 + bl,3 + 2× bl,4) (28)

Ksection: Specific investment costs of a new feeder panel in transformer stations
EUR/unit.

nT,l : Number of feeder panels connected to the line l.
The annual operating costs, which comprise the inspection, the maintenance and

repair costs of the new cables, were estimated at 2% of the total initial investment. The
annual costs were then discounted over the economic life to the present value at the initial
investment year:

KGE,Op = 2%× (IGE,line + IGE,sec)× PVF (29)

PVF =
(1 + r)Nyears − 1

r× (1 + r)Nyears
(30)

PVF: Present-value factor.
r: Interest rate.
Nyears: Economic life considered in yr.
Table 6 shows the specific costs of the adopted standard grid expansion measures for

the reinforcement of MV grids in this work.
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Table 6. Specific costs of the adopted standard grid expansion measures for MV grids [1].

Equipment Description Specific Costs

One underground cable 361 A Cable, ground work, land,
resonant neutral earthing 145 TEUR/km

One outgoing feeder panel361 A Busbar (partly), coupling section,
feeder panel, secondary system, land 90 TEUR/unit

3.2.2. Costs of the BSS Application

The total costs of the BSS consist of the initial investment in the BSS project, the
replacement costs of battery cells and converters at their end of life, as well as the operating
costs of battery systems over the considered economic life:

CostBSS = IBSS,ini + KBSS,op + IBSS,rep (31)

IBSS,ini: Initial investment costs in the BSS project in EUR million (optimization variable).
KBSS,op: Total operating costs of the BSS in EUR million (optimization variable).
IBSS,rep: Replacement investment in battery cells and converters in EUR million (opti-

mization variable).
The initial investment in the BSS project involve the capacity-specific expenses such as

the costs of battery cells, connectors, battery monitoring systems, sensors, housing, shelves.
The investment costs include also the power-specific costs such as the costs of inverters
and circuit breakers. They cover, furthermore, the installation and land costs. The specific
investment costs were deduced from the total costs of existing large scaled lithium-ion
battery projects in Germany and worldwide divided by the total capacity of the battery
system. The initial investment in the BSS was hence calculated in the planning algorithm
based on the specific investment costs and the total capacity of the BSS:

IBSS,ini = KBSS, spec ×
Nnodes

∑
s=1

Emax,s (32)

Emax,s: Capacity of the BSS s in MWh (optimization variable).
KBSS, spec: Specific investment costs in BSS projects in EUR/MWh.
The replacement of components such battery cells and new converters are due at their

end of life. In this work, the replacement investments of battery cells and converters were
considered in the optimization as follows:

Irep,batt =

Nrep,Batt

∑
i=1

Kbatt,i ×∑Nnodes
s=1 Emax,s

(1 + r)i·Nli f e,batt
(33)

Irep,conv =

Nrep,Conv

∑
i=1

Kconv,i ×∑Nnodes
s=1 Pmax,s

(1 + r)i·Nli f e,conv
(34)

IBSS,rep = Irep,Batt + Irep,Conv (35)

Irep,batt: Replacement investment in battery cells in EUR million (optimization variable).
Irep,conv: Replacement investment in converters in EUR million (optimization variable).
Kbatt,i: Specific costs of battery cells at the time of the investment i in EUR/MWh.
Kconv,i: Specific costs of converters at the time of the investment i in EUR/MW.
Pmax,s: Rated power of the BSS s in MW (optimization variable).
Nli f e,batt: Service life of battery cells in yr.
Nli f e,conv: Service life of converters in yr.
Nrep,batt: Count of required replacements of battery cells.
Nrep,conv: Count of required replacements of converters.
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The annual operating costs of the BSS were estimated at 0.5% of the initial investment
costs [23], and discounted to the total present value of the operating costs at the initial
investment year:

KBSS,op = 0.5%× IBSS,ini × PVF (36)

Table 7 presents the applied specific expenses for the calculation of the total occurring
BSS costs. The adopted investment costs for big battery plants were thereby determined as
the average of the specific cost values of existing stationary battery projects [24–29].

Table 7. Specific investment costs of BSS projects, battery cells and converters.

Investment Type Specific Costs

Investment costs for big stationary battery plants 489 EUR/kWh [24–29]
Replacement investments in battery cells 70 EUR/kWh [30]
Replacement investments in converters 65 EUR/kW [31]

Table 8 illustrates the adopted input data, including the technical parameter of the
BSS, for the calculation of the total BSS costs over the considered economic time of 40 years.

Table 8. Adopted assumptions for the cost calculation of BSS.

Input Data Specific Costs

Efficiency factor of the battery system 90% [32]
Depth of discharge (DoD) 100% [33]
Service life of battery cells 20 a [34]
Service life of converters 15 a [35]

Economic life 40 a [36]
Interest rate 8%

3.2.3. Costs of the DPC Application

The costs of the DPC represent the compensation costs for the curtailment of RES
power by the grid operator. This implies the remote control of the RES by grid operators. In
this work, it was assumed that all connected PV and wind plants into the grid are remote
controllable by the responsible grid operators. Besides, the accruing curtailed energy over
the simulated year was assumed as constant over the considered economic life. The total
costs of the DPC over the economic life were hence calculated based on the yearly curtailed
energy, the specific curtailment costs and the present-value factor:

CostDPC = KDPC,spec × EDPC × PVF (37)

EDPC: Total curtailed energy during the simulated year in MWh/a (optimization
variable).

KDPC,spec: Specific costs of the power curtailment in EUR/MWh.
The accruing curtailed energy over the simulated year was calculated depending on

the curtailed PV and wind power amount at every time step and for every node of the grid:

EDPC =
Nsteps

∑
t=1

Nnodes

∑
i=1

(∆PPV,i,t + ∆PWind,i,t)× ∆tstep (38)

∆PPV,i,t: Curtailed PV active power on node i, at time step t in MW (optimization
variable).

∆PWind,i,t: Curtailed wind active power on node i at time step t in MW (optimization
variable).

∆tstep: Duration of a time step t in h.
Table 9 presents the assumed compensation costs for the curtailment of RES power in

this work.
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Table 9. Adopted specific costs for the curtailment of RES power.

Cost Type Specific Costs

Compensation costs for the curtailment of RES power 97.2 EUR/MWh [37]

4. Results of the Grid Planning

In this section, the results of the classical grid planning and of the proposed new
planning method are described.

4.1. Results of the Classical Grid Planning

In a first step, the MV grid was analyzed before application of any reinforcement or
expansion measures. For that, two extreme load and generation scenarios HLLG and LLHG
according to Section 2.1 were considered. Since the (n − 1) was not considered in this work,
neither in the classical grid planning nor in the new planning method, the loading of the
grid equipment was limited to 100% of its current-carrying capacity for both HLLG and
LLHG case scenarios. The linearized load flow calculation, described in Section 3.1.3, was
applied to calculate the voltage magnitudes on the nodes and the loading of the lines.

Figure 5 presents in the form of boxplots the resulting voltage magnitude on the
grid nodes which showed voltage limit transgressions. The boxplots indicate the voltage
magnitude of the nodes for 25, 50 and 75% of the calculated states, as well as the minimum
and maximum reached voltage values. The dotted red lines illustrate the maximum and
minimum permitted voltage limits. As shown in the figure, the voltage magnitude on
several nodes of the grid is below the lower voltage limit of 0.985 pu. This is due to the
extreme adopted HLLG case scenario, which assumes a load demand equivalent to 100%
of the connected load capacity and 0% renewable feed-in power. This scenario is very
conservative and unlikely to occur in the reality. Node 5 represents the node, on which
wind plants are connected. The voltage magnitude on this node exceeds the +5% limit
subject to the nominal voltage due to the high feed-in power in the LLHG case scenario.

Figure 5. Voltage magnitude on some nodes of the MV grid before grid reinforcement.

Figure 6 shows the power loading of the overloaded lines in the grid, in the form of
boxplots. The boxplots illustrate for each line the loading values for 25, 50 and 75% of
the total calculated states as well as the minimum and maximum reached loading values.
The dotted red line illustrates the power-carrying capacity of the lines in percent. As
demonstrated through the figure, the power flow through lines 79, 82 and 83 reaches about
110% of their current-carrying capacities. Line 6, which connects the wind power plants to
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the HV/MV substation shows also a small overload. A reinforcement of the grid is hence
required to prevent the determined congestion.
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In a further step, the described classical grid planning method in Section 2 was applied
on the modeled MV grid. As a first remedy measure to the determined grid congestion
above, the voltage at the 20 kV busbar was adjusted to shift the voltage magnitudes on
the grid nodes above the lower voltage limit. For that, the voltage setpoint of the HV/MV
transformer on the MV side was increased by 2% of the nominal voltage in the HLLG
case scenario. The adjustment of the voltage setpoint at the 20 kV busbar enabled the
compliance of the voltage magnitudes with the specified limits in the HLLG case scenario.
As shown in Figure 7, all transgressions of the lower voltage limit were hence completely
prevented. However, the voltage transgression of the upper voltage limit on node 5 cannot
be prevented by decreasing the voltage setpoint of the HV/MV transformer since this
would lead to the voltage transgression of the lower voltage limit on other nodes of
the grid. The voltage congestion on node 5 must be hence treated through further grid
reinforcement measures.

Figure 7. Voltage magnitude on some nodes of the MV grid after optimizing the voltage setpoint of
the HV/MV transformer.
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As illustrated through Figure 8, the overloading of the lines could not be prevented
through the adjustment of the HV/MV transformer setpoint. Therefore, further expansion
measures are still required.

Figure 8. Line loading on some lines of the MV grid after optimizing the voltage setpoint of the
HV/MV transformer.

For reasons of simplicity, only standard network components as presented in Table 3
were considered for the grid expansion. The iterative proceeding according to Figure 3 was
applied to determine the required grid expansion measures that can remedy the remaining
grid congestion of Figures 7 and 8. Table 10 presents the resulting expansion measures.
In order to reduce the loading on line 6 below its 100% current-carrying capacity, line 6
was replaced by two parallel 361 A, enabling hence a current-carrying capacity of 722 A. In
addition, to remedy the overloads on lines 79, 82 and 83, they were replaced by a 361 A
cable each.

Table 10. Results of the grid expansion within the classical grid planning.

Line Length/km Initial Current Capacity Grid Expansion Variant

Line 6 13.8 537 A 2 × 361 A cable
Line 79 0.253 175 A 1 × 361 A cable
Line 82 0.498 175 A 1 × 361 A cable
Line 83 0.456 175 A 1 × 361 A cable

Figure 9 shows the resulting voltage magnitudes on the grid nodes after optimizing
the voltage setpoint of the HV/MV transformer and after grid expansion. The voltage
magnitude on node 5 in the LLHG case scenario has been now reduced below the 5% limit
due to the expansion of line 6.

The loading of the lines in the grid for both HLLG and LLHG case scenarios is now
beneath the 100% current-carrying capacity of the lines, as illustrated through Figure 10.

After determining the required grid expansion measures, the total costs of the expan-
sion measures were calculated based on the described approach in Section 3.2.1. However,
the costs were not calculated here within a cost optimization, since the expansion measures
were here already set. The total costs of the grid expansion amount to EUR 4.05 million.
As presented in Table 11, about 81% of the total costs are due to the investment costs in
the new cables and feeder panels (CAPEX). About 19% are due to the ongoing inspection,
maintenance and repair costs (OPEX).
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Figure 9. Voltage magnitude on some nodes of the MV grid after optimizing the voltage setpoint of
the HV/MV transformer and after grid expansion.

Figure 10. Line loading on the initially overloaded lines of the MV grid after optimizing the voltage
setpoint of the HV/MV transformer and after grid expansion.

Table 11. Results of the planning variant with underground cables.

Total Costs/EUR
Million

Investment in
Cables/%

Investment in
Feeder Panels/% Operating Costs/%

4.1 78.5 2.2 19.3

4.2. Results of the Planning Algorithm

In order to verify the potential of the planning algorithm, which is proposed in this
work as alternative planning approach to the classical method the MV grid was analyzed,
in a first step without any grid reinforcement. For that, the linearized load flow calculation,
described in the Section 3.1.3 was applied to calculate the voltage magnitudes on the nodes
and the line loading of the lines over one year with 15 min time resolution. Figure 11
presents in the form of boxplots the voltage magnitude on the node 5 which shows voltage
congestion and on the 20 kV busbar (node 15). The voltage magnitude on node 5 exceeds
the +5% limit subject to the nominal voltage. Figure 12 shows the loading on the overloaded
lines in the grid, in the form of boxplots. As demonstrated through the figure, at certain
time points of the simulated year, the power flow through lines 79, 82, and 83 reaches about
125% of their thermal capacities. The line 6, which connects the wind power plants to the
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MV substation shows also a small overload at certain time points of the simulated year. A
reinforcement of the grid is hence required to prevent the determined congestion.

Figure 11. Voltage magnitude on some nodes of the MV grid.

Figure 12. Line loading on the overloaded lines of the MV grid.

In a second step, the planning algorithm, described in Section 3.2, was applied on the
MV grid in order to reinforce it, by means of grid expansion, BSS and DPC at minimal
cost. In what follows a description of the planning results of the MV grid for different
planning variants.

4.2.1. Planning Results in Case of Underground Cable Application

The presented planning algorithm in this work enables the compliance of the voltage
magnitude with the permitted voltage limits only through the variation of the power
injection. The voltage constraints (23) were, therefore, omitted for this planning variant.
The constraints (24) which aim at the prevention of line overloads, through the control of
power injection or the increase of the current carrying capacity of the lines, were, however,
considered. Table 12 shows the optimal expansion measures, resulting from the planning
algorithm. As shown in the table, line 6 which connects the wind power plants to the main
substation and had initially a current-carrying capacity of 537 A, was replaced through two
parallel cables of 361 A each, according to the expansion variant 3. The lines 79, 82 and
83 which had initially a current-carrying capacity of 175 A each, were replaced through a
361 A cable each, according the expansion variety 2.
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Table 12. Results of the planning variant with underground cables.

Line Length/km Grid Expansion Variant

Line 6 13.8 2 × 361 A cable
Line 79 0.253 1 × 361 A cable
Line 82 0.456 1 × 361 A cable
Line 83 0.498 1 × 361 A cable

The total costs of this planning variant amount to EUR 4.05 million. As presented in
Table 13, about 81% of the total costs are due to the investment costs in the new cables and
feeder panels (CAPEX). About 19% are due to the ongoing inspection, maintenance and
repair costs (OPEX).

Table 13. Results of the planning variant with underground cables.

Total Costs/EUR
Million

Investment in
Cables/%

Investment in
Feeder Panels/% Operating Costs/%

4.05 78.5 2.2 19.3

Figure 13 shows the current flow through line 6 initially (blue trace) and after grid
expansion (green trace). Both traces are identical, since the injection power of the wind
plants was not changed. The current-carrying capacity however was increased from 537 A
(dotted red trace) to 722 A (dotted purple trace).

Figure 13. Current flow through the line 6 initially (blue trace) and after grid expansion (green trace).

4.2.2. Planning Results in Case of BSS Application

In case of BSS application, two BSS with a 12.2 MWh total capacity and 4.5 MW rated
power are required to prevent all prognosticated grid congestions. Table 14 presents the
placement and the dimensioning of the BSS.

Table 14. Results of the planning variant BSS.

Placement Capacity\MWh Rated Power/MW

Node 5 6.3 2.7
Node 87 5.9 1.8

The costs of the planning variety using BSS as only grid reinforcement measures
amount to EUR 6.6 million. Table 15 shows the cost allocation between initial investment
costs, replacement costs and operating costs.
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Table 15. Results of the planning variant with BSS.

Total Costs/EUR
Million Initial Investment/% Replacement

Investment/% Operating Costs/%

6.6 90 4.6 5.4

According to this planning variety, the existing power lines were maintained and the
current-carrying capacity of the lines was not increased. Instead, BSS were applied on
nodes 5 and 87 to charge the surplus power when the power injection of RES is higher than
current-carrying capacities of the lines and discharge the stored energy into the grid when
the injection power decreases. Figure 14 shows the injection power of the wind plants
initially (blue trace) and after application of the BSS (green trace) for two exemplary days
of the simulated year. The figure illustrates here the contribution of the BSS in shaving
high power injection peaks. Figure 15 presents the charging and discharging power of the
BSS (blue trace), as well as the stored energy (orange trace) for the considered days.

Figure 14. Injection power of the wind plants initially (blue trace) and after application of the BSS
(green trace).

Figure 15. Charging and discharging power (blue trace) and stored energy of the BSS (orange trace).

As demonstrated through Figure 16, the control of the injection power on node
5 through the application of BSS led to the compliance of the voltage magnitude with
the maximal permitted voltage limit (green trace). The current flow through line 6 was
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also maintained within the current-carrying capacity of the line (green trace), as shown in
Figure 17.

Figure 16. Voltage magnitude on node 5, initially (blue trace) and after application of BSS (green trace).

Figure 17. Current flow through line 6 before (blue trace) and after BSS application (green trace).

4.2.3. Planning Results in Case of DPC Application

The application of DPC in the grid planning can be, depending on the considered
grid and the RES scenario, insufficient to prevent all prognosticated congestions. Due to
the infrequent and relatively limited congestions of the considered MV grid in this work,
the DPC application has proven to be sufficient to prevent these congestions. For that, a
total energy amount of 46.9 MWh was curtailed during the simulated year, as presented in
Table 16. The use of DPC in the planning algorithm assumes thereby the controllability of
all PV and wind plants connected to the grid by the responsible grid operator.

Table 16. Results of the planning variant dynamic curtailment.

Plants Prognosticated Energy/GWh/a Curtailed Energy/MWh/a

PV 38.9 30.1
Wind 29.1 16.8

As shown in Table 17, the total costs of the DPC planning variant over the considered
economic life amount to EUR 0.054 million. The yearly curtailed energy amount and the
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specific costs of the power curtailment were here assumed as constant over the economic
life, as described in Section 3.2.3.

Table 17. Resulting costs of the dynamic curtailment variant.

Total Costs/EUR Million

0.054

The same as by the application of BSS, the use of DPC for peak shaving enables the
prevention of the grid congestion. Figures 18 and 19 show the contribution of the DPC to
the compliance of the voltage magnitude with the permitted maximal limit as well as to
the compliance of the current flow with the current-carrying capacities of the existing lines,
respectively. The difference to the BSS application resides here in the fact that the curtailed
RES power is definitively unexploited.

Figure 18. Voltage magnitude on node 5, initially (blue trace) and after application of DPC
(green trace).

Figure 19. Current flow through line 6 before (blue trace) and after DPC application (green trace).

4.2.4. Planning Results in Case of Underground Cable and BSS Application

The planning algorithm was further applied for a planning variant which enables a
combined use of underground cables and BSS to prevent grid congestion. Tables 18 and 19
present the resulting optimal reinforcement measures that ensure minimal total costs. The
reinforcement measures comprise one BSS on node 5 and the replacement of lines 79,
82 and 83 through a new 361 A cable each.
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Table 18. Results of the BSS dimensioning for the planning variant combining underground cables
and BSS.

Placement Capacity/MWh Rated Power/MW

Node 5 6.3 2.7

Table 19. Results of the cable dimensioning for the planning variant combining underground cables
and BSS.

Line Length/km Grid Expansion Variant

Line 79 0.253 2
Line 82 0.456 2
Line 83 0.498 2

The total costs of this variant over the considered economic life amount to EUR
3.65 million. Table 20 presents the cost allocation between BSS and cables, where the costs
of the BSS make up about 94% of the total costs.

Table 20. Resulting costs of the BSS and grid expansion variant.

Total Costs/EUR Million 3.65

BSS investment/% 84.4
Replacement investment/% 4.6

BSS operating costs/% 5
Investment in cables/% 4.8

Investment in feeder panels/% 0
Cable operating costs/% 1.2

5. Discussion

The comparison of the results of the planning algorithm with the results of the classical
planning method shows that the classical planning does not always reflect realistic and
specific load and generation scenarios of the region. The considered HLLG case scenario
is unlikely to occur and leads to low voltage magnitudes on several nodes of the grid.
On the other hand, the LLHG case scenario leads to lower loading values as compared
with the results of the planning algorithm which indicates that this case scenario does not
reflect the most conservative and yet likely reverse power flow scenario. Consequently,
planning the grid based on these two scenarios could lead to an overdimensioning or an
underdimensioning of the grid. The proposed planning algorithm uses, however, specific
time series for load and generation which approximates the load and generation scenarios
that are most likely to occur in the region.

In the case of the considered MV system, the total grid reinforcement costs resulting
from the classical planning are equivalent to the resulting costs from the planning algorithm
in the case that only underground cables are applied. The resulting costs could however
differ in the case of other MV systems. Since the cost calculation of the grid expansion
measures is not included in the grid planning proceeding, a cost optimized planning of the
grid cannot be always guaranteed. Especially in the case of different used types of grid
reinforcement instruments such as grid expansion, BSS and PC, a decision about which,
where and how many grid reinforcement measures should be applied to prevent the grid
congestion is hard to achieve at minimal costs based on the classical planning method. The
application of the planning algorithm could be here advantageous in order to determine
the optimal combination and dimensioning of the reinforcement measures which lead to
the minimal grid planning costs.

From the results of the planning algorithm, it appears that the application of the DPC
is the most economical planning variant for the considered MV grid. The curtailment of the
PV and wind power plants subject to the 3% curtailment limit has proven to be sufficient
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to prevent all forecasted line overloads and voltage limit violations. This is mainly due to
the infrequent and limited prognosticated congestions in this case. The application of the
DPC implies, however, that the curtailed power will be definitively wasted.

The combined use of BSS and underground cables in the considered MV grid has
shown to be a more economical planning solution than the use of BSS or underground
cables individually. In this case, the three lines of the grids 2, 3 and 4 have been replaced
by cables with higher current-carrying capacity to prevent overloads and one BSS has
been applied on the connection node of the wind plants to prevent voltage transgressions
and the overload of the connecting line 6. Unlike line 6, relatively high overloads have
been prognosticated on lines 79, 82 and 83. Besides, line 6 is longer than the other lines.
Therefore, the expansion of the lines 79, 82 and 83 is more economical than the application
of BSS, and the application of a BSS on node 5 is more economical than the expansion of
the line 6.

6. Conclusions

In the context of this research work, a new planning methodology was developed in
the form of a planning algorithm for distribution power systems. The proposed approach
aims to determine the cost-optimal and needs-oriented reinforcement measures for distri-
bution grids. For that, traditional planning instruments such as the grid expansion with
underground cables as well as innovative planning instruments such as BSS and DPC were
applied to ensure the prevention of prognosticated congestions. Besides the total occurring
planning costs, the planning algorithm delivers the type and the location of the required
expansion measures, as well as the storage capacity, rated power and the location of the
required BSS. The results include also the scheduling of the DPC and of the BSS.

The planning algorithm was tested on a real MV grid for different planning variants
and compared with the results of the classical planning method. It can be deduced from
the result evaluation that the traditional grid planning could in some cases lead to an
overdimensioning or an underdimensioning of the grid. Furthermore, the traditional grid
expansion measures based on underground cables are not always the most economical
solution for the grid planning. In the case of the considered MV grid, the application of
DPC has proven to be the most economical solution. The combination of grid expansion
and BSS has also proven to be more economical than mere grid expansion. Furthermore,
it can be deduced from the results of the planning algorithm that the grid expansion is
appropriate for short lines or lines with relatively high overloads, whereas the application
of BSS is convenient in case of short overloads on long lines. The planning results in this
work cannot be generalized or directly applied on other grids. An individual analysis by
means of the planning algorithm remains necessary to determine the most economical and
needs-oriented reinforcement measures of each power system.

The presented results in this work are based on simplifications including the simplifi-
cations adopted for the linearization of the LFC, and the assumption regarding a perfect
prognosis of the load consumption and the feed-in power of RES. In reality, these prognosis
are not perfect and are associated with errors. A deviation of the real load consumption or
feed-in power from the prognosticated value could lead to a different BSS dimensioning,
different DPC results and different grid expansion measures. Therefore, the presented
planning results in this work are not to be considered as absolute exact values. Further-
more, the efficient application of BSS and DPC in the grid operation require as well a good
approximation of the load and the feed-in behavior to prevent grid congestion efficiently.
In order to improve the reliability of these innovative planning instruments in preventing
congestion, a safety reserve could be added to the dimensioned capacity and rated power
of the BSS, and a margin of safety could be adopted by the application of the DPC.

Besides, further planning instruments such as tap-changer transformers, weather-
dependent current rating of overhead lines or the possibility of adding completely new
routes for additional power lines could be included in the planning algorithm.
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